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GIAPPONE
Kanazawa University
https://www.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/

POSSONO PRESENTARE DOMANDA PER QUESTA SEDE SOLO GLI STUDENTI AFFERENTI ALLA SEGUENTE SCUOLA:
PSICOLOGIA

COORDINATORE DELLO SCAMBIO
Prof.ssa Manila Vannucci

SCHOOLS/DEPARTMENTS/COURSES AT PARTNER INSTITUTION OPEN TO STUDENTS FROM THE RELEVANT UNIFI SCHOOL:
College of Human and Social Sciences - Graduate School of Human and Socio-Environmental Studies

REQUIRED LANGUAGE SKILLS
English or Japanese
To participate in Program C (Kanazawa University Human and Social Sciences Short-term Exchange Program), N1 level in Japanese is recommended, however, it would not be required depending on research themes. See Language Proficiency Test (JLPT): http://www.jlpt.jp/

APPLICATION DEADLINES
Spring term: February 28 - Fall term: November 10

INSURANCE
All international students residing in Japan are required to join the National Health Insurance system. The insurance covers 70% of medical charges, including hospitalization. Also, every student at Kanazawa University has to carry "Personal Accident Insurance for Students Pursuing Education and Research (Gakken-Sai). It helps students with physical injuries arising from unexpected accidents during their educational and research activities

HOUSING
The following types of housing are available for international exchange students.
(1) Kanazawa University Student / International Student Dormitory (SAKIGAKE)
(2) Kanazawa University Student / International Student Dormitory (HOKUMEI)
(3) Kanazawa University International House (KOKURYU KAIKAN)
(4) Kanazawa International House (MORINOSATO KAIKAN)
See https://www.adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/ie/e/lifeinfo/housing.html

VISA
Japanese embassy or consulate in your country and submit an application for a college student visa. Please take your Certificate of Eligibility, your passport, and the letter of admission or notification of acceptance (copy) sent by the university.
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See http://www.adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/ie/e/abroad/visa.html